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ABSTRACT

Background/Aims: Ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) and antioxidants such as vitamin E are considered to have a protective role in preventing chemotherapy-induced liver damage. The aim of this study was to assess the efficacy of these agents for hepatoprotection in
pediatric patients with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), who were treated with methotrexate in their maintenance phase of
treatment.
Materials and Methods: Eighty children with B-cell ALL were randomly divided into four groups. Group 1 was administered oral vitamin
E (400 mg/day); group 2 was administered oral UDCA (15 mg/kg/day); group 3 was administered a combination of the two drugs; and
group 4 served as a control group and was administered no drug except their chemotherapy drugs. Complete blood count, liver function
test, liver ultrasonography, and liver fibroscan were requested, and the results were compared.
Results: Group 1 showed a slight increase in total bilirubin levels compared to baseline levels during the study (P=0.036). Group 2 showed
a decline in aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase levels during the study and at 6 months after discontinuing the
drug; however, these differences were not statistically significant (P=0.051 and 0.083, respectively). None of the patients showed the
evidence of significant fibrosis on liver fibroscan. Eight patients showed some evidence of mild-to-moderate fibrosis (F1, F2), but the
results were not different between the groups as well as between pre- and post-study periods in each group.
Conclusion: Low-dose methotrexate does not cause significant liver fibrosis in pediatric leukemia. UDCA and vitamin E have minimal
roles in hepatoprotection among pediatric patients with ALL.
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INTRODUCTION
Metabolic detoxification is one of the liver functions,
which has an important role in preventing the metabolite toxicity of drugs. While this function predisposes liver
to damage, some medications are identified that induce
liver damage more commonly than others (1,2). The liver
damage induced by chemotherapy agents can manifest
in a number of forms varying from an asymptomatic patient with mild elevation in transaminases on laboratory
study to a severely ill patient presenting with a condition
such as acute viral hepatitis (3). Methotrexate (MTX) is
an anti-metabolite agent that inhibits folate metabolism
and can be used for different indications. MTX-induced

liver damage may occur in more than 10% of patients receiving MTX. The reduction of folate supplies causes inappropriate (DNA) replication inside hepatocytes, leading
to the accumulation of toxins in the liver and raising aminotransferase levels. Therefore, hepatotoxicity remains a
major concern among pediatric patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) in their maintenance phase of
treatment, which includes the weekly ingestion of lowdose oral MTX (1,3,4).
Several agents, including ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA),
omega-3 fatty acids, black seed oil, virgin coconut oil, and
vitamin E, are used to prevent chemotherapy-induced
liver damage (5-9).
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The objective of this study was to investigate the clinical hepatoprotective effect and safety of UDCA and/or
vitamin E in pediatric patients with ALL, who were in the
maintenance phase of treatment. In addition, this study
assesses whether the combination of the two drugs had
an additive effect compared with the single use of each
drug for preventing the fibrosis and the elevation of enzymes in the liver.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this open-label, randomized clinical trial, we included
80 children (age range, 2-18 years) with consecutive precursor B-cell ALL, who were in the maintenance phase of
chemotherapy for at least 6 months. All patients presented with the same type of ALL. The regularly used chemotherapy agents included monthly vincristine injection,
oral mercaptopurine 50 mg/m2 every night, oral prednisolone 40 mg/m2 for 5 consecutive days each month, and
oral methotrexate 15 mg/m2 every week. Therefore, all
patients received the same treatment at the same time.
Patients with viral, autoimmune, or a metabolic evidence
of liver disease were excluded from the study. Patients
were recruited over 1 month from a pediatric oncology
outpatient clinic. The Ethics Committee of the University
approved the study, and the study was registered with ID:
IRCT2013120515666N1.
All the patients or their guardians signed the written consent form. The patients were randomized using block
randomization method into four groups, with each group
containing 20 patients.
Group 1 was treated with vitamin E (E-Zavit, 400 milligrams Capsule, Zahravi Pharmaceutical Co.) daily along
with their routine chemotherapy drugs. Group 2 was
treated with UDCA (Ursodiol, 300 milligrams Capsule, Alborz Darou Pharmaceutical Co.) at a dosage of 15 mg/kg/
day along with their routine chemotherapy drugs. Group
3 was treated with a combination of the two drugs, and
the last group was not treated with any drug except their
routine chemotherapy agents, which was considered as
the control group. The trial continued for a period of 6
months until the supplements (vitamin E and UDCA) in
the first three groups were discontinued. In all included
patients, baseline liver ultrasonography was performed by
an expert radiologist. Complete blood count (CBC) and
liver function tests (LFT) were conducted from all patients before participating in the study, at every month
until the end of the study, and continually for another 6
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months after the discontinuation of the drugs. Mean values of parameters were measured during the 6 months of
the study (mean 1) and also during 6 months after study
termination (mean 2). The results were compared within
and between the groups.
Two patients (one in group 2 and one in group 3) failed
to complete the study due to poor compliance with drug
consumption and were excluded from the study. Therefore, the study was completed with 78 patients.
We used some formulas as indirect serum markers of liver
fibrosis to assess the extent of liver injury between the
groups. These included aspartate aminotransferase/alanine aminotransferase (AST/ALT) ratio, AST-to-plateletratio Index (APRI), and fibrosis-4 (FIB-4) score. APRI is
calculated as follows: (AST/upper limit of normal range)/
platelet count (109/L)×100. Scores <0.5 indicate no fibrosis, whereas scores >1.5 indicate significant fibrosis. FIB4 score is calculated as follows: [age (year)×AST (U/L)]/
[platelet (109/L)×ALT (U/L)1/2]. Scores >1.45 indicate significant fibrosis (10).
At the end of the study, liver stiffness was measured in
all patients by transient elastography (FibroScan) (Echosens, Paris, France). Liver stiffness was evaluated while
the patient was lying on dorsal decubitus position, with
the arms in maximal abduction. The measurements were
taken in the right and left intercostal spaces (11). Liver stiffness was expressed in kilopascals (kPa) and was
computed for each subject as the median of 10 validated
measurements in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Measurements with an interquartile range of <30% of the
median value and a success rate of >60% were considered reliable. Two-dimensional shear wave elastography
(SWE) studies were performed using the Aixplorer ultrasound system (SuperSonic Imagine SA, Aix-en-Provence,
France) with a convex broadband probe (SC6-1, SuperSonic Imagine). This technique has an advantage that
the probe can be installed on ultrasound machines. At
the time of SWE examination, the patients were asked to
hold their breath for 3 to 4 s. Liver stiffness was recorded in the right lobe, while the patient was lying on dorsal decubitus position, in accordance with the protocol
used for FibroScan. An SWE box was placed 1.5 to 2 cm
away from the Glisson capsule and on liver parenchyma
to avoid measurements of large vessels. For quantitative
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measurements, a round region of interest was placed inside the SWE box, and minimum and maximum values of
stiffness expressed in kPa were recorded. Four measurements were made, and the median value was recorded.
Metavir fibrosis score, which is graded on a 5-point scale
from 0 to 4, was used to delineate the degree of fibrosis.

Baseline laboratory data were comparable among the
four groups of patients. Evaluated laboratory parameters
included white blood cell count (WBC), absolute neutrophil count (ANC), hemoglobin (Hb), platelet count (Plt),
total and direct bilirubin, total protein, albumin, AST, ALT,
and alkaline phosphatase (p>0.05).

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using the SPSS (IBM Inc.; SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0. Armonk, NY, USA).
Descriptive data were presented as mean, standard deviation, and percentages. Chi-square test was used for
the comparison of qualitative variables among different
groups. McNemar’s test was used for the comparison of
qualitative variables in each group on different occasions.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Kruskal-Wallis H tests
were used to compare quantitative variables among different groups. P-value <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

A pairwise comparison was performed for the laboratory data in each group at three occasions: baseline and
during the study (mean 1); at baseline and at 6 months
after the completion of the study (mean 2); and between
mean 1 and 2. Regarding CBC, the difference between
mean 1 and 2 of total WBC and ANC in group 1 was statistically significant (3016±807/mm3 vs. 3478±891/mm3
and 1562±650/mm3 vs. 2067±977/mm3, respectively)
(p=0.015 and 0.034, respectively). In other words, the
mean WBC count and ANC during the 6-month period after vitamin E withdrawal were significantly higher
than those during the period when vitamin E was being
used. Moreover, the mean platelet count during the study
(mean 1) was significantly different compared with baseline platelet count in the control group (234±106×109 vs.
274±71×109, respectively) (p=0.036). When the results
were compared between the groups, none of the parameters showed a significant difference.

RESULTS
Seventy-eight patients (mean age, 7.2±4.2 years) completed the trial, and 66.7% of them were males. Demographic characteristics of the study population and the
results of their liver ultrasonography are summarized in
Table1. In total, 11 patients exhibited some minor abnormality in their liver ultrasonography before entering the study, including mild hepatomegaly and slightly
increased parenchymal echogenicity, which were not
significantly different among the four groups (p=0.77).
However, follow-up ultrasonography at the end of the
study (6 months later) revealed that 7 of 11 abnormalities were resolved, but their differences were not statistically significant (p>0.05). Group 1 exhibited the
most resolved abnormalities (three patients), followed
by group 4 (two resolved patients). Groups 2 and 3each
had one case with resolved liver abnormality screened
by ultrasonography.
During the study, 21 patients had to temporarily hold the
use of MTX due to liver enzymes elevated to more than
four-fold the upper normal limit. Most of these patients
belonged to group 2 (8 patients), followed by group 3 (7
patients), which could be due to the problem of random
selection, groups 1 and 4 each had three patients who
were required to temporarily hold their drugs, and the results showed borderline statistical significance (p=0.05).
The cumulative dose of MTX during the study period (6
months) was 360 mg/m2.

Considering LFT, the only parameter that significantly changed was the difference between mean 1 and
baseline total bilirubin in group 1, which increased in the
study period (mean 1) compared to the baseline values (0.767±0.265 vs. 0.629±0.177 mg/dL, respectively)
(p=0.036). In patients receiving UDCA (group 2), AST
showed a decreasing trend from baseline to mean 1 and 2
with marginal statistical significance. Mean AST changed
from 58.88±43.84 mg/dL at baseline to 45.66±19.27
mg/dL during the 6-month study while using UDCA and
36.97±11.29 mg/dL at the end of 6-month follow-up
after study termination (p=0.051). Similarly, mean ALT
changed in this group from 123.23±158.15 mg/dL before
entering the study to 46.78±29.98 mg/dL at 6 months
after the discontinuation of UDCA. However, this trend
did not reach statistical significance (p=0.083).
When indirect serum markers of hepatic fibrosis (AST/
ALT ratio, APRI, and FIB-4 score) were compared in each
group before and after the trial, none of the variables
were significantly different. In addition, the comparison
of the results between the groups was not statistically
significant (p>0.05).
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Table 1. Comparison of demographic and clinical characteristics among four groups of patients
Groups / Parameters

Groups 1
N=20

Groups 2
N=19

Groups 3
N=19

Groups 4
N=20

p

Age (year)
Mean±SD

6.4±4.2

8.8±5.3

7.9±4.4

6.0±2.5

0.147

12 (60%)

12 (63.2%)

15 (78.9%)

13 (65%)

0.611

Duration of disease (month)
Mean±SD

34±11

33±12

36±13

37±15

0.853

Duration of maintenance therapy (month)
Mean±SD

27±12

26±13

29 ± 13

30±15

0.762

Mean of baseline ALT (U/L)
Mean±SD

52.5±66.2

94.6±109

76.3±64.7

49.3±59.6

0.273

Mean of ALT during treatment (U/L)
Mean±SD

59.2±108.1

48.1±28.8

68.5±70.4

47±31.2

0.92

Mean of baseline AST (U/L)
Mean±SD

52.1±51.6

58.8±43.8

55.6±35.3

38.3±16.9

0.423

Mean of AST during treatment (U/L)
Mean±SD

28.8±11.2

35.9±19

41.8±28.8

36±17.3

0.442

Abnormal ultrasonography (baseline)
Number (%)

3 (15%)

2 (10.5%)

4 (21.1%)

2 (10%)

-

Number (%)

0

1 (5.3%)

3 (15.8%)

0

-

p

-

>0.999*

>0.999*

-

0.2±0.5

0.7±1.0

0.7±1.1

0.2±0.4

Sex (male)
Number (%)

Abnormal ultrasonography (after 6 months)
Before

Number of methotrexate withdrawal
Mean±SD

0.05

ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; SD: standard deviation
McNemar’s test was used to compare ultrasonography findings before and after treatment; the comparison was impossible in groups 1 and 4 due to zero
number of abnormal ultrasonography findings in the second examination

Finally, we performed liver fibroscan at the end of the
study when the drugs were discontinued. The details of
the measured parameters are summarized in Table 2. The
patients receiving vitamin E as their supplements (group
1) showed no evidence of fibrosis in their fibroscan, and
all of the scores with no fibrosis was classified as F0. Two
patients receiving UDCA (group 2) showed mild-to-moderate fibrosis on fibroscan, which was classified as F1
(portal fibrosis without septa) and F2 (portal fibrosis with
few septa). Three patients in group 3 showed some degree of mild fibrosis (two patients categorized as F1 and
one as F2). Those who were followed-up as the control
group (group 4) showed results similar to those of group
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3 (i.e., three patients classified as F1). None of the studied
patients showed the evidence of severe fibrosis on fibroscan (F3 or F4). Statistical analysis revealed no significant
difference between groups in terms of fibrosis and steatosis scores measured by fibroscan (p>0.05).
It is worth mentioning that no complication associated
with vitamin E and UDCA use was observed in our study
patients.
DISCUSSION
The present study is the first randomized clinical trial of
pediatric patients with ALL comparing the efficacy of
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Table 2. Comparison of demographic and clinical characteristics among four groups of patients
Group 1
N=20

Group 2
N=19

Group 3
N=19

Group 4
N=20

p

Patient score

4.06±0.78

4.38±1.47

4.82±1.40

4.43±0.93

0.281

Success rate

98.10±3.78

94.66±6.97

142.88±216.68

95.00±9.64

0.457

IQR† Metavir

17.63±6.27

16.72±6.60

15.05±6.13

15.10±6.23

0.532

188.0±44.90

194.70±82.26

131.50±38.12

203.50±30.50

0.160

5.60±3.20

23.75±34.64

4.0±1.41

7.33±2.65

0.567

Groups / Parameters

CAP‡ score
Steatosis percentage

All data are presented as mean ± standard deviation
†IQR: interquartile range; ‡ CAP: controlled attenuation parameter
Cap score and steatosis percentage were compared by Kruskal-Wallis test among four groups due to missing data; in other variables, analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed

vitamin E as an antioxidant and UDCA or a combination
therapy for protection against chemotherapy-induced
liver damage, particularly that induced by MTX.
Our results did not support the beneficial role of vitamin
E and UDCA in preventing the hepatotoxicity of low-dose
MTX in patients with ALL.
UDCA may protect the liver by several mechanisms. UDCA
has a role in the stabilization of plasma and mitochondrial
hepatocytes membranes because it can protect hepatocytes from toxin, drugs, and other agents damaging liver. The
membrane permeabilization of mitochondria in response
to oxidative stress or DNA damage can induce apoptosis.
Therefore, UDCA has an anti-apoptotic effect on hepatocytes by stabilizing the hepatocyte membrane (8,12).
Lapenna et al. (13) have confirmed that UDCA has an antioxidant and antilipoperoxidative effect as well as causes the immunomodulation and inhibition of phospholipid
peroxidation (8). Moreover, UDCA has been widely used
as a choleretic agent in the treatment of biliary cirrhosis
and hyperbilirubinemia, particular unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia (14-16).
Vitamin E is considered to reduce the level of free radicals generated from oxidation. It also increases the level of glutathione peroxidase and decreases the level of
malondialdehyde in patients with ALL who received it as
a supplement. Thus, vitamin E can be used as an antioxidant in patients receiving chemotherapy (7,13).
Some patients with cancer use antioxidants as nutritional
supplements during chemotherapy to alleviate treatment

toxicities and to increase long-term survival. Nevertheless, little is known regarding the effectiveness and safety
of antioxidant use during chemotherapy (17). There is a
major concern regarding the possible interaction of antioxidants with chemotherapy agents (18).
As mentioned in the Results section, serum AST and ALT
levels declined in the groups 1 and 2 compared to the control group, but their difference was not statically significant. In addition, indirect serum markers of hepatic fibrosis
did not improve with the use of UDCA and vitamin E. Thus,
the concurrent use of UDCA and vitamin E with chemotherapy does not appear to have beneficial effects.
However, none of the studied patients showed the evidence of severe persistent hepatic fibrosis with the use
of oral low-dose MTX every week in ultrasonography and
fibroscan as well as in the examination of serologic markers. Thus, the transient elevation of liver transaminases
during chemotherapy may be safely managed with dose
reduction or postponing the chemotherapy cycles.
Some studies have raised a concern regarding the safety
of antioxidants along with chemotherapy in patients with
cancer because antioxidants may protect both normal
and malignant cell from free radicals (19).
MTX can induce apoptosis in hepatocytes by increasing
tumor protein 53 (TP53) levels. MTX also causes oxidative tissue injury in the liver by increasing reactive oxygen
metabolites levels and lipid peroxidation. These mechanisms could be inhibited by using UDCA (8,9). However,
our results did not support hepatoprotective effects of
UDCA in pediatric patients with ALL receiving MTX in
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the maintenance phase of treatment. Larger multicenter
studies with longer follow-ups are required to elucidate
this controversial issue. Furthermore, we administered
UDCA at the dosage of 15 mg/kg/day, and higher doses
may prove to be more effective.
Vitamin E or UDCA was not effective in the prevention
of mild-to-moderate liver fibrosis in Group 1, 2 or 3 compared to the control group. In addition to the small sample size that precludes a general conclusion, it should be
noted that fibroscan has limited accuracy in detecting
early stages of liver fibrosis. Although none of our patients showed signs of severe fibrosis, it is possible that a
greater proportion of our patients in fact presented with
mild fibrosis that was not detected by fibroscan.
This study has some limitations. First, the small sample
size in each group made it difficult to draw a more reliable conclusion in some aspects. For instance, the beneficial role of UDCA in reducing elevated liver enzymes
was equivocal with borderline statistical significance. The
results might change if a larger population was studied.
Moreover, we did not perform liver biopsy as the gold
standard test to confirm liver cirrhosis (10). Because liver
biopsy is an invasive procedure, we decided to substitute
this with less invasive tests, such as fibroscan. Now, the
use of non-invasive procedures could be recommended
as screening tools that may help physicians restrict the
patients’ population to those who require a definitive
testing of liver fibrosis, such as a liver biopsy.
While we failed to prove the true benefits of supplements, such as vitamin E or UDCA, in addition to chemotherapy, further studies should be conducted to evaluate the long-term benefit of these adjuvant therapies
during the maintenance chemotherapy for the evaluation
of survival outcomes, including disease-free and overall
survival. Furthermore, they can be used to determine the
total chemotherapy doses as basic parameters for evaluating relative benefits and hazard ratios. This evaluation
of adjuvant therapies is of greatest importance, particularly because of the feasible practical application of this
adjuvant therapy as a low-cost agent.
The limitations of study include short-term follow-up,
and larger multicenter studies are warranted.
Low-dose oral MTX can be safely used in the treatment
of patients with leukemia without the risk of significant
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fibrosis in the majority of patients. While we could not
show the beneficial role of antioxidant agents, such as vitamin E or UDCA, in the primary or secondary prevention
of MTX-induced liver damage.
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